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Materials dependence of the spin-momentum transfer efficiency and critical
current in ferromagnetic metal ÕCu multilayers
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~Received 10 March 2003; accepted 7 May 2003!

We have quantitatively compared spin-momentum transfer effects in FM/Cu multilayers, with
FM5Co, Co90Fe10, Ni80Fe20, Ni40Fe10Cu50, and Fe. All of the measured multilayers exhibited an
abrupt step up in resistance at a critical currentI c , the value of which was a linear function of
applied magnetic fieldHapp. The spin-transfer efficiencies determined from these data were in
substantial agreement with their predicted values over the range of materials studied.I c(Happ),
when evaluated at zero net field, was found to increase with the exchange energy density of the
ferromagnet, demonstrating the tunability of the critical current by materials selection.
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A substantial body of recent research has examined
torque exerted on a magnetic material by an incident s
polarized electric current, an interaction known as the sp
momentum transfer~SMT! or spin-torque effect.1 Interest in
SMT is driven in part by the fact that SMT provides a mea
of manipulating magnetic materials without using exter
magnetic fields. Research has primarily focused on obse
tion of SMT in a variety of geometries that facilitate the hig
current densities (107 A/cm2) required for the effect.1 How-
ever, the majority of work to date has studied the Co/
material system: very little has been reported on curre
induced effects in other material systems.2,3 Those experi-
ments that have employed materials other than Co/Cu h
used geometries sufficiently different that little can be d
duced about the role of the materials’ magnetic properties2–4

In this letter, we report the observation and analysis
current-induced magnetic excitations in multilayer samp
grown from a range of magnetic materials, while keeping
as the nonmagnetic spacer layer. As in our previously
ported work on the Co/Cu system,5 measurements were pe
formed using a mechanical point-contact measurement
tem. For the multilayer systems discussed here, we obse
step in the dc resistance and a corresponding peak in
differential resistance (dV/dI) at a critical currentI c , when
measured in a large out-of-plane applied fieldHapp.Meff

2Hex, whereMeff is the effective saturation magnetizatio
density~reduced by surface anisotropy from the bulk satu
tion valueMs) and Hex is the effective interlayer exchang
field. For all materials studied, this step in resistance is
versible~anhysteretic!, andI c is a linear function ofHapp. To
analyze these data, we use the theory developed
Slonczewski.6 This theory ascribes the step in resistance aI c

to the onset of coherent magnetization precession and s
wave generation in the top magnetic layer in the multilay
The extracted spin-transfer efficiencies« of the various fer-
romagnetic~FM! materials are in reasonable agreement w
predicted values. Furthermore, we find that the absolute
ues ofI c can be controlled by varying the exchange stiffne
properties of the FM layer, in agreement with the predictio
of Ref. 6. Independent of this theory, the increase ofI c with
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exchange stiffness suggests that a spatially nonuniform m
netization is induced by the current. Indeed, recent meas
ments have directly shown that magnetization dynamics
excited by a dc current in both nanopillars7,8 and lithographic
point contacts.8

We studied multilayered thin-film samples grown at t
first antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange-coupling ma
mum. The films were of the form
Fe(5.0 nm)/$Cu(0.9 nm)/FM(1.2 nm)%310/Cu(1.0 nm), in
which FM5Co, Co90Fe10, Ni80Fe20, Fe, and Ni40Fe10Cu50,
sputter-deposited onto oxidized Si. Diluting Ni80Fe20 with Cu
provides a controlled means of decreasing both the satura
magnetizationMs and the exchange stiffnessD of the mate-
rial, allowing study of a material with markedly differen
exchange properties.9 The 5.0-nm Fe bottom layer is a see
layer for growth. Values forHex and Meff were determined
from measurements of the giant magnetoresistance for
in-plane and out-of-plane applied field, in conjunction wi
alternating-gradient magnetometry and superconduc
quantum interference device~SQUID! magnetometry mea
surements. The damping parameteraLLG was obtained from
ferromagnetic resonance and pulsed-inductive microw
magnetometry measurements. The values of the meas
parameters fell within the ranges reported in the literatur

The mechanical point-contact system used to prod
the high current densities necessary for SMT is similar
those described elsewhere.10 The tip material used was Ag
For contact stability, measurements were made at temp
tures ranging from 5 to 6 K. Fields up to 6 T were appli
perpendicular to the sample plane, to conform to the geo
etry modeled by Slonczewski. Contact resistances in
range from 15 to 150V were typically obtained, with highe
resistance contacts having a greater probability of show
SMT effects. The dc and differential resistance were m
sured as a function of current through the tip and appl
magnetic field to determineI c(Happ), and a series of contact
made to each type of multilayer film to obtain statisticsI c .

Shown in Fig. 1~a! is a representative set of differentia
resistance curves, taken at several values ofHapp, for a con-
tact made to a Co90Fe10/Cu multilayer. The peaks seen in th
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dV/dI signal, which identifyI c , occur for only one direction
~negative! of current flow. This corresponds to electro
flowing from the tip into the sample and is a signature
SMT.11 The inset to Fig. 1~a! shows the linear dependence
I c on applied field. Both the slope and intercept of the lineI c

versusHapp varied from contact to contact, resulting in a s
of lines I c(Happ), shown in Fig. 1~b! for the Co90Fe10/Cu
multilayer. Similar sets of data were obtained for each of
other materials. As seen in Fig. 1~b!, peaks sometimes pe
sisted for Happ,Meff2Hex, but not consistently. Analysis
was limited to data taken withHapp.Meff2Hex.

Slonczewski derived a relation for systems in which t
magnetizationM and current densityJ are perpendicular to
the plane of the sample.6 It is assumed that the magnetizatio
of the top layer of the multilayer is ‘‘free;’’ i.e., it can react t
spin torque applied by the current, and that the buried lay
act as a ‘‘fixed’’ magnetic layer. The spin currents in th
structure exert a torque on the free layer and induce pre
sional motion ofM in the region under the tip. A modified
Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert~LLG! equation that includes a
spin-torque drive term is used to model the dynamics. T
torque induced by the spin current is damped by both
conventional LLG viscous damping and by spin-wave rad
tion away from the tip. The onset of precessional motion
M occurs when the current-induced torque equals the da
ing torque. This results in the expression

I c~Happ!5
et1
\« F23.4MsD

2\g

16.3r 2aLLGMs~Happ1Hex2Meff!G , ~1!

in which D is the spin-wave exchange stiffness,t1 the mag-
netic layer thickness,e the electron charge,« the efficiency
of spin current conversion to torque,aLLG the LLG damping
parameter,r the contact radius,g the gyromagnetic ratio,Ms

the bulk saturation magnetization, andMeff the effective
magnetization including surface anisotropy. The first term
Eq. ~1! results from spin-wave radiation and the second fr
the intrinsic damping of the material.

Evaluating Eq.~1! at the fieldHapp5Meff2Hex yields

FIG. 1. ~a! dV/dI vs I andm0Happ for Co90Fe10 /Cu multilayers. Inset:I c vs
m0Happ extracted from the data fordV/dI vs I . The range of applied field
for each contact varied according to the stability of the contact and
persistence of the peak in thedV/dI at low fields.~b! I c vs m0Happ for a
series of contacts to Co90Fe10 /Cu multilayers. Vertical dotted line indicate
applied field for zero net field in the magnetic layers,Happ5M eff2Hex .
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I c* [I c~Happ5Meff2Hex!5
et1
\« S 23.4MsD

2\g D . ~2!

This expression is a function of known material paramet
Ms , D, t1 , and the yet-to-be-determined efficiency«, and is
independent of the contact size. By inverting this relation,
determine« for an individual contact. A series of point
contact measurements, each exhibiting results qualitativ
similar to Fig. 1~b!, was made and analyzed for each mater
system. The resulting distributions for« are shown in Fig. 2,
with the data summarized in Table I. The distributions a
qualitatively similar for the different materials, each showi
a maximum in the range 0.2 to 0.4. From log-normal fits
the distributions~since«>0) we found the maxima in prob
ability to occur at«50.36, 0.40, 0.35, 0.26, and 0.28 for C
Co90Fe10, Fe, Ni80Fe20, and Ni40Fe10Cu50, respectively. The
fitted widths~defined as plus/minus one standard deviatio!
are given in Table I.

The value of the angular momentum transfer efficien
depends on the nature of the point contact and the co
quent electron transport. In the limit of ballistic transport,«
depends on the degree of spin polarization of the materiaP:
«52@(P1/21P21/2)324#21. For a 100% polarized materia
«50.5. For a typical ferromagnet such as Co,P'0.45, and
«'0.28.12,13 For diffusive transport,« is a function of the
spin-dependent resistivitiesr↑/↓ of the material, with a lower
bound predicted as«diff.(r↓2r↑)/2(r↓1r↑). For Co,«diff

'0.2– 0.25.14 In practice,« will vary from contact to con-
tact, since the contact dimensions are intermediate betw
the ballistic and diffusive regimes. The expected ranges fo«
are shown in Table I, calculated using literature values

e

FIG. 2. Distributions of determined values of«, for each material studied
Bin size on« is 0.125.

TABLE I. Magnetic properties, and theoretical and determined efficienc
of materials studied. Theoretical limits on« given by ballistic ‘‘~b!’’ and
diffusive ‘‘ ~d!’’ models. Ms values from Ref. 17,D values determined from
Ref. 18, except Ni80Fe20 and Ni40Fe10Cu50 by Brillouin light scattering. Po-
larization values for ballistic« from Refs. 12 and 13, spin-dependent res
tivities for diffusive « from Refs. 14, 15, and 16.

m0Ms

~T!
D

(meV nm2)
A

~pJ/m!
Fitted «
range

Theoretical
« range

Co 1.80 5.00 28.5 0.29–0.44 0.21~d!–0.31~b!
Co90Fe10 1.84 4.78 29.2 0.29–0.56 0.30~d!–0.37~b!
Fe 2.18 2.81 20.2 0.27–0.47 0.34~b!–0.42~d!
Ni80Fe20 1.00 3.50 10.9 0.17–0.38 0.28~d!–0.33~b!
Ni40Fe10Cu50 0.50 1.92 1.41 0.14–0.26 ~not known!
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r↑/↓ and P, when available.15,16 Given that the measure
values for the efficiencies were determined using no f
parameters, they are in reasonable agreement with pred
values, despite the large variations in the parametersMs and
D ~also shown in Table I! over the range of materials. Th
efficiency is not strongly material-dependent; for the ‘‘typ
cal’’ ferromagnetic materials measured~i.e., Fe, Co,
Co90Fe10, and Ni80Fe20) there is little difference either ex
pected or measured in«.

A fraction of the contacts returned unphysically lar
efficiencies:«@0.5. As noted in Ref. 6, Eq.~1! assumes a
certain rate of spin-wave radiation away from the tip. If sp
wave radiation is suppressed, for example, by a defect i
tip-induced damage to the film, the value of« determined
from the above analysis will be artificially large. Large va
ues (.0.5) of « occur in about 15% of the contacts.

Lower critical current values are desirable for applic
tions. However, the data show that the average efficie
does not vary appreciably over the range of measured m
rials: Even use of a material with 100% polarization wou
increase« ~and reduceI c) by less than a factor of two. On
the other hand, Eq.~2! predicts thatI c should scale linearly
with MsD whenHapp5Meff2Hex; that is, the applied field a
which the net field on the magnetization is zero. The
change energy densityA5MsD/2g\ varies by a factor of 10
over the materials studied, from 29.2 pJ/m for Co90Fe10 to
2.8 pJ/m for Ni40Fe10Cu50.17,18 Plotting the averageI c*
[I c(H5Ms2Hex) versusA in Fig. 3, we find thatI c* does
indeed increase~by a factor of 5! over the range. The error
s x̄ of the contact-to-contact variations inI c* are represented
by the error bars.

To verify that the variations inI c* observed for a given
material were not due to variations in the area from con
to contact, we performed a linear regression analysis onI c*
versus the calculated contact area. This showed no cor
tion betweenI c* and the contact area when the area w

FIG. 3. Plot ofI c* vs exchange energy density0A5MsD/2g\. The linear
regression shown on the plot hasx252.4, which for three degrees of free
dom is consistent with the hypothesis that the quantities are positively
related.
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estimated either from the contact resistance19 or from the
I c(Happ) data by use of Eq.~1!.5 This is consistent with the
somewhat unintuitive result that Eq.~2! is independent of
contact area.6 This independence is due to the balance
decreasing spin-wave radiation efficiency and increasing
citation volume with increasing contact size.

These results are consistent with Slonczewski’s the
for describing the current-induced magnetic effects obser
in these systems. With recent measurements definitiv
showing that spin-polarized dc currents induce precessio
motion in field-biased magnetic layers,7,8 these results sug
gest that the critical onset current for spin-torque-induc
dynamics in multilayers can be varied over a wide range
adjustingMs andD rather than only by employing materia
with appreciably different spin polarizations.
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